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Science fiction (often shortened to Sci-Fi or SF) is a genre of speculative fiction, typically dealing with
imaginative concepts such as advanced science and technology, space exploration, time travel, and
extraterrestrial life.Science fiction often explores the potential consequences of scientific and other
innovations, and has been called a "literature of ideas".
Science fiction - Wikipedia
Science fiction film (or sci-fi film) is a genre that uses speculative, fictional science-based depictions of
phenomena that are not fully accepted by mainstream science, such as extraterrestrial lifeforms, alien worlds,
extrasensory perception and time travel, along with futuristic elements such as spacecraft, robots, cyborgs,
interstellar travel or other technologies.
Science fiction film - Wikipedia
Definition of Science Fiction Science fiction is a genre of fiction in which the stories often tell about science
and technology of the future.
Definition of Science Fiction - ReadWriteThink
Science Fiction & Fantasy. I can create any scenario I want for Dante, any story, any settingâ€”anything.
Lightspeed Magazine - Science Fiction & Fantasy
Une dÃ©finition de la hard science fiction, ou hard SF, fut proposÃ©e par l'Ã©crivain amÃ©ricain Allen
Steele en 1992 [13] : Â« La hard SF est une forme de littÃ©rature de l'imaginaire qui se construit autour de la
science Ã©tablie ou de son extrapolation prudente Â». L'expression fut utilisÃ©e pour la premiÃ¨re fois en
1957 par P. Schuyler Miller dans un compte-rendu de Islands of Space de ...
Science-fiction â€” WikipÃ©dia
Genre Characteristics FANTASY: â€¢ contains elements that are not realistic o talking animals o magical
powers o often set in a medieval universe
Genre Characteristics - readwritethink.org
Crank Dot Net: science. 2005 Dec 06 ... science. medicine. history. resources... "Ramblings of a
surgeon/scientist on medicine and pseudomedicine, science and ...
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